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          AUTOGRAMM 
Autogramm is a synth-driven power-pop trio from Vancouver. Their 

uptempo, vintage new wave sound grew out of bassist's C.C.Voltage, 

guitarist's Jiffy Marx and drummer The Silo’s shared love of proto-

punk and power pop. Guitarist Marx also plays the keyboard, while 

bass and drums set the rhythm of the song. 

 

If you're a fan of The Cars, The Go Go's, Gary Numan or Devo, you 

might like what they're doing. 

 

The three had been connected through the Vancouver music scene, 

sharing stages, friends and even band members in seminal bands like 

Black Mountain, Destroyer, Lightning Dust, Blood Meridian, The 

Spitfires, Black Halos and Hard Drugs. 

 

Within a year of forming, they released their first single, made a trip 

to California which garnered them interest from two different labels 

and did a west coast tour with Seattle’s Bread & Butter. 
 

Currently the band is celebrating the release of their first full-length 

“What R U Waiting 4?” on Nevado Music, 
with several more road trips including a 

recent tour with Atlanta’s Gringo Star and a 
handful of upcoming dates with 

Vancouver’s Needles//Pins. Autogramm 

plan to start recording again soon and to 

tour the US, Mexico and Europe in 2019. 
 

Website: www.autogramm.band 

Booking Europe: turbo-booking.com/artist/autogramm 

Facebook: www.facebook.com/autogrammband 

       REVIEWS 
 

"Taking the minimalist hooks 

from the Cars and the slightly 

sinister buzz of Tubeway Army, 

Autogramm crank out a catchy 

number that not only would fit 

right at home on an I love the 

‘80s soundtrack, but would also 
put about half of the songs on 

that tape to shame." 

- John Gentile, Punknews, NYC 

 

"From perfectly-crafted radio 

friendly power-punk songs to 

indie and new-wave, with many 

other stops in between, the new 

album is sure to make instant 

fans out of anyone that listens." 

- Northwest Music Scene 

 

"The chorus is on repeat in my 

brain and I don’t have a problem 
with that." - Razorcake, Los 

Angeles 

 

“If you miss the days when bands 

like Split Enz and Ultravox 

roamed the earth in top form, 

then Autogramm have come to 

answer your desperate pleas." 

- Audio Ammunition, Los Angeles 


